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Purpose and Aim 

I. This book is primarily intended for classroom study, though 
it could serve as a good personal study book. 

II. This book follows and relies heavily upon the book Twelve 
Ordinary Men by John MacArthur. You will likely get the 
most  out  of  this  workbook  by  reading  MacArthur’s  book  as  
well.  

III. This book is not intended to complete the student’s  
knowledge, but to inspire it and allow for further discoveries 
as a class. Thus there will often be open-ended questions 
for discussion and reflection.  
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Chapter 1: 
 Introducing the Apostles (Part 1) 

 
I. The Extraordinary Story of the Apostles 

A. “From  our  human  perspective,  the  propagation  of the gospel 
and founding of the church hinged entirely on twelve men 
whose most outstanding characteristic was their 
ordinariness.”  John  MacArthur 

B. They did not come from the religious or educated elite of 
their day. 

C. They were given to many failings and shortcomings.  
D. Christianity has spread the world over, thanks to their work.  

  
II. The Time of their Training (MacArthur, p. 1-8) 

A. Jesus’ entire ministry from baptism to resurrection lasted 
about three years.  

B. The intensive training of the Twelve lasted about half that 
long: 18 months.  

C. Jesus had grown extremely popular though controversial in 
the larger Galilean region (Luke 6:11-12, etc.). But instead of 
focusing on the multitude, Jesus chose to concentrate on a 
few.  

D. The opposition to Jesus was peaking. They were planning 
how they might destroy him. So Jesus began to focus on 
twelve men whom he would depend upon to carry his work 
forward.  

E. How  would   this   quote   from  Andy  Stanley   fit   Jesus’   actions  
with the apostles: “Do  for  one  what  you  can’t  do  for  all”? 

F. How is   Christ’s   strategy   here   different   from   our   typical  
thinking? 

G. How   would   Christ’s   actions   apply   to   our   ministries,  
leadership training, and actions in the church today? 
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III. The Titles of the Twelve 

A. “Disciples”   - mathetes in Greek. The  word  means   “learners  
or  students.” It carries the idea of a pupil or one who follows 
the teaching of a teacher or master. It is a broad term 
throughout the gospels, indicating those who followed 
Jesus. It is used of the Twelve in Matt. 10:1; 11:1; 12:1; 
Mark 8:27; Luke 8:9; John 2:2; 3:22.  

B. “Apostles”   - apostoloi in Greek. The word means 
“messengers  or  sent  ones.” It means a delegate, specifically 
an ambassador for the gospel, a commissioner of Christ who 
is sent forth with orders. This term becomes a title and is 
used specifically for the Twelve (Matt. 10:1-4, Luke 6:13, 
Acts 1:26, Rev. 21:14). The term occurs 79 times in the NT; 
of these 68 are used by Luke and Paul. These men had 
authority in the church and revealed the doctrine and Word 
of God (Ephesians 4:11, 1 Cor. 12:28ff). Others who wanted 
to   assume   to   this   authority   and   position   were   called   “false  
apostles”  by Paul in 2 Corinthians 11:5, 13. Paul was equal 
to  these  original  twelve  as  one  “born  out  of  due  time”  (1  Cor.  
15:8).  

C. “The  Twelve”   - dodeka in Greek. The number is significant 
as they had to select Matthias to replace Judas (Acts 1). The 
gospel writers often will use this term as the title or 
designation for the apostolic group. Matthew uses the term 
“apostles”   only   once   (Matt. 10:2), but elsewhere   uses   “the  
twelve”   (Matt. 11:1; 20:17). Mark likewise uses the term 
“apostles”  only once  (Mark  6:30),  but  speaks  of  “the  twelve”  
often (Mark 3:14; 4:10; 6:7; 9:35; 10:32; 11:11; 14:10, 17, 
20, 43). John   always   refers   to   the   group   as   “the   twelve”  
(John 6:67, 70-71; 20:24).  

 
IV.  The Stages of Their Work (MacArthur - ch. 1)  

A. Call to Conversion 
Early   stages   of   John’s   gospel   record   this   stage. This was 
them learning about Jesus and His message. We might think 
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of this stage as them being converted to Christ. They looked 
to Him  for salvation, yet they maintained their full-time jobs 
and predominantly lived at home. 

B. Call to Ministry  
Luke 5:1-11 describes this event when they are called to be 
“fishers  of  men.”  Matt.  4:19-22 also describes this phase. 

C. Call to the Apostleship 
This next stage is when they are selected from the broad 
number of disciples to the special office of an apostle. This is 
recorded in Matthew 10:1-4 and Luke 6:12-16. This work 
begins with them being sent out two by two for evangelistic 
work (Mark 6:7ff). 

D. Call to Martyrdom 
The last stage could be described as their call to give their 
lives for Christ. This is the stage of their preaching and 
teaching during the book of Acts and beyond. History tells us 
that all gave their lives in a martyr's death, except John who 
died in exile as an old man. Paul described the work of the 
apostles in the eyes of the world in graphic terms (1 Cor. 
4:9-13). 

 
  


